Land Finder
Overview
Land finder is an application that provides an easy-to-use search and
retrieve option to its users to find out information about land areas over
Google earth imagery. The aim of this application is for a client to Login via
a dedicated ‘Land Finder’ website to retrieve a customized branded search
screen, with the specific client data sets layered onto the Google Earth
imagery.

Features
Customized Searching
`` User Defined Fields for Searching. Administrator can define the fields to be searched
`` Enhance the search by adding more search criteria
`` Display entire Search Results and Selected Parcel details in separate Tabs

User Defined Data Display
`` User Defined Fields for Searching. Administrator can define the fields to be searched
`` Enhance the search by adding more search criteria
`` Display entire Search Results and Selected Parcel details in separate Tabs

Impact and benefits
`` Customized Maps which will provide data relevant for
the business.
`` Parcel Data can include data such as Postal Code ,
Address, Owner Informations, which may not be
available in Google maps.
`` Designed to identify sites suitable for any kind of
development - Helps customers in planning the
business and decision making.
`` End Users can avail it as a service and hence cost
saving with respect to developing own web platform.

ABOUT SBL
SBL is an IT and IT Enabled Services organisation that offers smart solutions to organizations across multiple geographies and industry verticals.
With our range of customized services and solutions, organizations can respond quickly to changing dynamics, reducing operational costs
substantially while accelerating the growth of their businesses.
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